Our Mission
To support and advance the mission and goals of the Indiana University Maurer School of Law and foster an environment of learning

Our Vision
To provide the finest research collection and services possible, ensuring the highest level of support for faculty scholarship and preparing law students to practice in today's legal research environment, and to serve the legal information needs of the Indiana University community, alumni, the bench and bar, citizens of the state of Indiana, and scholars throughout the world

Key Priorities

To achieve our mission, we:

- Teach law students the legal research skills necessary to practice law in today's market
- Support and promote faculty scholarship
- Provide expert assistance in legal research methodology
- Build community and promote engagement with law school students, faculty, and staff and the Bloomington campus as a whole
- Expand and maintain the finest possible research collection in a variety of formats

Strategic Initiatives

This year we will:

- Increase course offerings to include an online advanced legal research course and an advanced legal research course aimed at LLM and SJD students
- Expand informal instructional programs for all law students to include research workshops on a variety of topics offered throughout the academic year
- Develop a Research Assistant Program for faculty who do not need the services of a research assistant on a regular basis
- Implement new projects for the Digital Repository focusing on the history of the Law School. Projects will include digitizing class composites, building collection of notable alumni, and digitizing law school portion of the Arbutus, the University's yearbook
- Assist the Center for Constitutional Democracy to launch an online journal through the Digital Repository